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Which Boxster
I am new to the Porsche world. I am
not, however, new to VW/Audi, having
owned two Jettas and an A4. My A4
has over 265k on the 1.8t! My question: Now I am in a position in life to
finally afford a Boxster. I am looking at
the second generation models and
would prefer an S. Do you have any
tips on what I can look out for? I need
to try and keep it around $30-40k, so
new is not in my budget, but I'm confident I can find a great used one in
Southern California in that price range.
Based on your budget range, we
would suggest you consider a 2009
Boxster S. This car is powered by a
newer engine design, the MA1.21, 3.4-

liter with direct injection. Additionally,
many of the problem areas that
plagued the M96 and M97 engines
between 1997 and 2008, like the intermediate shaft bearing, were engineered out of the motor. The car itself
is a strong performer and seems to
have no specific shortcomings.
Of course, how an individual car
has been treated is something entirely
different. We would suggest, as we do
to all prospective buyers, you get a
thorough Pre Purchase Inspection
(PPI) performed on any car that you
seriously consider. It is also important
that the car be checked for accident
and chassis damage. Ask the owner if
you can review all the service and
maintenance records going back to
when the car was new. This will tell you
how well the car was cared for, and it's
best to get a car that has been maintained more frequently than even
Porsche's recommendations. If you
plan to keep the car a long time (which
it sounds like you did with the Audi) this
will be important.

Focus on finding a car in great condition and, as mentioned, well maintained. Be patient, as your search for
the right car may take some time and
effort. Do not get tempted by an inexpensive price or the right color if it is
associated with a lesser quality car. It
may also be possible to get a car with
a Certified Pre-Owned (CPO) warranty;
this should shield you from most major
repair expenses for six years or 100K
miles from the original in-service date
of the car. Good hunting.

Wet Distributor
The distributor in my 1986 Carrera
gets wet inside the cap if the car is
parked in the rain or if I don't cover the
engine when washing the car. When
driving in the rain the problem is not as
bad, but if I shut it down for a few minutes, I'm not able to restart it because
of water inside the cap. As a result of
the moisture problem, I have to replace
the cap and rotor at least once a year.
I do have an aftermarket RS America
continued on page 22
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911 Valve Lash Tool
SR097- $129

996/997/Boxster Exhaust Bolt
Repair Kit- SR067- $324

4
GT3 Cam Timing Apparatus
SR090- $799 (W/Gauges)

PRECISION SHIFT COUPLER
SR010- $198

DigiDixTM
DIGITAL DEGREE WHEEL CAM
TIMING SYSTEM SR095- $399

M96 Heat Exchanger Pressure
Tester or Remote Plate- SR062$208

EXHAUST HEAD STUD
REPAIR KIT - 812065- $282
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996/997 CONTROL ARMS AND
BUMP STEER KITS SR082/83$3654192

993/964 ADJUSTABLE CAMBER
PLATES/REAR PERCHES
SR034 — Front Plates/set of two $499
S11036 - Rear Perches/set of two $405

996/997 Rear Upper Control LinksSR086- $198

GT3 CONTROL ARM
MONOBALLS SR040- $235

Adjustable Thrust Arm Bushings
SR088- $94/set

wing mounted on the car, but I
remember having the problem
before installing it. Last year I had
the engine rebuilt, but, as I've said,
this is not a new problem. When
everything is dry, the engine runs
very smoothly at all rpm. Have you
heard of this before, and do you
have any ideas of how to keep the
inside of the cap dry?

This problem is seen from time
to time; there are typically a few
issues that can cause or exacerbate the moisture. Your car should
be equipped with a Bosch distributor, and it should not be physically
damaged in any way. Some aftermarket distributor caps do not fit
properly. Be sure you use a genuine Porsche or Bosch part. Keep
in mind that many of the poor quality knock-off parts are made to look
exactly like the original. Use a
retailer that sells only the genuine
Porsche or Bosch components.
There should be a black plastic
dust cover or cap located on top of
the distributor and accessible when
the distributor cap and rotor are
removed. There should be a small
notch in the distributor housing to
correctly locate the dust cover. The
dust cover's job is to seal the distributor and the distributor cap from
dirt and moisture. A damaged or
missing dust cover often can be the
source of the problem.
Take note of any fasteners that
might be missing from the distributor housing. If these are not in
place, the open hole can provide
access for water/moisture. Also
make sure that the distributor cap
is correctly located on the distributor. When properly located you cannot rotate the cap; it will fit solidly in
place on the distributer housing.
The ignition wires and connectors also need to be in good condition. If frayed or cracked, they can
allow water/moisture to short the
spark to the nearest ground. An
incorrectly installed spark plug connector can also cause the problem.

Short Shifter

www.STOMSKIRACING.com
(410)571-9779
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I recently purchased a 1986 911
Carrera with 88k miles and am
continued on page 26
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Always remember,
what happens in the corners, stays in the corners.

Live by right foot intuition. By a desire for exhilaration around every
turn. By a newfound balance. Live by the Code of the Curve. Unlocked
only by the track-bred prowess known as the new Porsche Cayman.
With mid-engine dynamics, increased horsepower, a re-tuned Porsche
Doppelkupplung (PDK) for lightning-fast shifting, a lighter body and
acceleration from 0 to 60 in 5.4 seconds you'll never see a curve the
same way again. Unlock the Code of the Curve with a test drive.
Porsche. There is no substitute.

The new Porsche Cayman.
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Porsche of Omaha
6625 L Street
Omaha, NE 68117
Toll Free: (800) 889-1893
omaha.porschedealer.com
mitchs@woodhouse.com
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thrilled with the car. The previous
owner had the local Porsche dealer
install a short-shift kit last February.
Seven months later, in September
2012, and after driving car for
about two thousand miles, the previous owner brings the car back to
dealer complaining of difficulty in
going from first gear to second.
The Porsche dealer "installed" synthetic transmission fluid and
advised that gear oil will "need time
to get through gears & syncros."
That was about 500 miles ago.
During a pre-purchase inspection in December 2012, engaging
second gear was noted as a problem area. My mechanic (a Porsche
specialist) indicated this might be
remedied by replacing each gear's
synchronizers in the gearbox as
they were likely worn or damaged.
He also suggested that removing
the short-shift kit might also have a
favorable impact on the difficulty of
going from first to second gear.
Then he stated that he'd remove
the short shift kit anyway, as he
believes these kits put unneeded
stress on the transmission.
I've put about 500 miles on the
car since purchasing it and to some
degree have gotten used to the
extra bit of muscle required to get
the car into second gear.
Sometimes it's not bad at all. Other
times yes—a good bit of oomph is
required to lock her into second.
My mechanic assures that other
than the small amount of unneeded
stress added by the short-shift kit,
I'm not doing any damage to the
transmission by driving it in its current condition.
Currently I'm thinking that at the
next oil change, still about 3,500
miles off, I'll ask the mechanic to
take out the short-shift kit—then see
how she shifts. However, I wanted
to get a second expert opinion.
What would you do? Does the
short-shift kit indeed place
unneeded stress on the tranny?
Might first to second gear shift easier without the kit? Should I go
ahead now and have the mechanic
replace the synchos?
We hear this and similar stories
continued on page 28
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fairly often, which means we are not
fans of many aftermarket short
shifter kits. However, before
addressing your questions, there
are a couple of things about the
story as relayed to you by the previous owner that should have
raised a red flag—not only to you,
but especially for your mechanic
performing the PPI. When the gearbox lubricant is changed for the
purpose of improving a gearbox
operational issue, the results from
that lubricant change should be
known fairly quickly. There is no
waiting for the synthetic or any
gearbox oil to work its way through
the gears and synchronizers. It also
depends on the type of lubricants
you utilize. Some synthetics are just
too slippery. We also question that
the Porsche dealer would have
installed an aftermarket short shifter
due to the obvious potential liability issues. If the dealer did indeed
install the short shifter, then we
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21 years, 1000s of cars,
millions of memories!
NORTHWEST PASSAGE
June 23-28, 2013
Cascades, Olympic Peninsula & Mount Rainer!

MOUNTAIN MILLE
September 29-October 4, 2013
Greenbrier, Homestead & Blue Ridge Mountains!

TEXAS 1000
November 3-8, 2013
San Antonio & Texas Hill Country!
GRAND HOTELS • GOURMET MEALS
EXCEPTIONAL ROADS • BEAUTIFUL SCENERY
LUGGAGE TRUCK • EXPERIENCED MECHANICS
NEW PORSCHE TO DRIVE IF YOUR CAR BREAKS!
1975 OR EARLIER SPORTS CARS, ANY EXOTIC

PROUDLY PRESENTED BY
PORSCHE CARS NORTH AMERICA

860-364-0311
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SCARGORACING.COM
415.485.6026
info@scargoracing.com

would expect it to be a factory unit;

if you have the receipt for an aftermarket short-shift kit and the dealer
receipt for installing it, then we
stand corrected and surprised. The
more likely scenario is that the
dealer sold and installed a factory
short shifter to the previous owner.
Being that your car is a 1986
Carrera, you have the last model
year where Porsche installed the
915 gearbox. You should never
force the shift lever into gear. These
gearboxes are basically bulletproof
when in gear but can be damaged
easily during shifting. The 915 gearbox (like the 901 before it) can be
damaged by moving the gearshift
lever before the clutch is completely disengaged and with the
throttle still being applied. This is a
problem we have also seen with
short shifters. If you move the shift
lever too soon, you will hear a pop
and feel the shift lever jump in the
direction that you've applied the
continued on page 32

PORSCHE & MID-ENGINE PERFORMANCE SPECIALISTS
For over 23 years, Patrick Motorsports continues to produce top level
project cars, specialized reproduction parts and a complete line of exclusive
conversion packages to enhance your Porsche's driving performance.
- Flywheel & Clutch Specialists - Lightweight & Conversion
- 914-6 & 3.6L Engine Conversion Parts Specialists
- Engine Development, Builds & In-House Dyno Tuning
- Transaxle Parts, Blueprinting & G50 Conversions
- Oil System - Cooler Packages, Tanks & Hardware
- Brake & Suspension Upgrades - Street or Track
- Engineering - Machining - Fabrication
- Complete Restoration Services

V
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pressure. This can damage the dog
teeth of the gear you were just in.
This is because until the clutch is
disengaged there is torque being
applied to the selected gear; if the
shift lever is moved too soon
(before clutch disengagement), the
engine torque will be applied to
only the tips of the small dog teeth.
The result is that the dog teeth
break off. Unfortunately, when
enough of the dog teeth have broken off, the gearbox will pop out of
gear even under the slightest
acceleration or deceleration.
Full disengagement of the clutch
(pedal on the floor) is a must or you
run the risk of damaging or breaking dog teeth. Also, it should be
noted that the G50 and G96 transmissions are designed differently
and are less prone to this type of
damage. The issue of damaged
dog teeth and bad gear synchronizers is often seen on cars
equipped with short shifters
installed, because most drivers will
inevitably miss a shift between
gears when attempting fast and
forceful gearchanges.
You didn't mention any noise
associated with your gearchanges,
even though you stated that at
times more force is needed to make
the shift. Normally, a gearbox with
faulty synchronizers or damaged
dog teeth will be accompanied by
a grind or crunch whenever the
gear change is forced. Worn-flattened dog teeth can cause blocking or difficulty finding the gear.
Another common cause of shifting issues is faulty or worn shifter
bushings, including the shifter coupling. To check the coupling/shifter
assembly adjustment, put the gearbox in neutral, and make sure the
shifter shaft (base) is vertical. The
shifter's throw between neutral to
first and then neutral to second
should be of an equal distance.
Then, put the shifter into first gear
and then move the shifter handle
side to side, making note of the
amount of play present, then put
the shifter in third gear and again
feel the play. The side-to-side play
in the shifter when in first and third
gears should be the same. If these
continued on page 36
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575hp 3.3L TK EFI Engine • Special G50 5-Speed Transmission
Brembo Brakes • Coil-over Suspension • 17" Wheels • HIDs

results are not obtained, then check
the condition of the shifter bushings, coupling and or adjustment.
The clutch cable brand and
clutch adjustment are critical in
these cars. There is a special
process to properly adjust the
clutches between the years of
1977 and 1986. Ask your technician to consult the factory manual
to ensure that the clutch is
set/adjusted properly. We have
found that the factory genuine
Porsche clutch cables work best
and last the longest. Many aftermarket clutch cables usually begin
to deteriorate internally, which starts
to cause sticking after 6-12 months
of operation.
Also check to see if the clutch
cable Bowden tube clamp was
removed per the factory bulletin.
The Bowden tube must not touch
the gearbox housing, as this can
cause clutch chatter when taking
off from a stop.
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NEW! PDK LSD

Remove the shifter selector
cover on the bottom of the gearbox,
after the fluid is drained, and check
to see if the three 6mm studttOmm
flats nuts are tight.
We agree with your mechanic in
that the short shifter should be
changed out unless you find that
the shifter is a genuine Porsche
short shifter. We have no problem

Guard Transmission is proud to introduce our
new LSD for PDK and 991 which will be
available January 2013 exclusively
t t
through BGB Motorsports.
Guard Transmission LSDs feature
CNC billet 4340 chromoly bodies
unrivaled for strength and durak
bility. Our assymetrical ramps and proprietary clutches allow for the adjustability and
tunability to suit the needs of the weekend
track day junkie or pro-race team alike.

with that unit unless it is damaged.
If the clutch adjustment, clutch
cable, Bowden tube, shifter bushings and coupling all check out
normal, we would suggest draining the gearbox oil and inspect it
for any metal debris in the oil.
Change the gearbox lubricant to a
high-quality hypoid gear oil; we
use Motul Gear or Swepco 201.
Work with your mechanic on what
he suggests, but we recommend
a gear lubricant that favors synchronizer operation.
If after checking all the above
and changing the gearbox lubri-

BGB Motorsports

Grand Am CTSCC

Z
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Guard Tranimissionuc

-

www.guardtransmission.com (303) 530-1094
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Performance Systems to our 1200+
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Porsche performance.
Upgrade Components & Performance Systems Available For: 996/997
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EVOMSit Software Tuning
EVOMS.com

EVOMSit.com

997.2 Turbo EV1650 Package
480.317.9911

FULL SERVICE RACE SHOP
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January 27th, 2013

Napleton Racing
Delivers Dominant
GX Class Debut
Victory in
Rolex 24
At Daytona

Napleton Racing serves all of your Porsche after-market
performance and racing needs. We have management
and technicians that have been a part of professional
winning race teams, as well as professional drivers on
our full time staff to lead you in the right direction.
Roll Cage & Exhaust Fabrication
Race Corner Balance & Alignment
Data Acquisition System Installation
High Performance Chassis & Engine Tuning
Driver Coaching by PRO CHAMPIONSHIP Drivers
Arrive and Drive Track Support
High Performance Street Modifications
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cant the problem continues to persist or gets worse, we would suggest a gearbox teardown. Replace
all the synchronizers, bearings and
any component showing wear or
damage of any kind. Be prepared
to spend $2,000-4,500 or more
depending on what is damaged.

Eliminate My Confusion
I live in Europe, and last year I
bought a European-spec 2010
Boxster 5 (987). The owner's manual states that the engine is an
MA1.21. I read the "Tech Notes" of
the April '13 issue concerning The
Cayman and IMS with more than a
passing interest. Additionally I read
some of the advertising from LN
Engineering about its IMS retrofit
bearing kit. According to LN
Engineering, the M97 engine was
retired in MY 09 and replaced with
the 9A1 engine, which, according
to their article, is without an intermediate shaft or bearing. My question: Is the MA 121 engine a
replacement for the 9A1 engine or
merely the European designation
for the same? Secondly, does the
MA121 engine have an IMS, and if
so what has Porsche done to minimize or eliminate the failures. A
subscriber for over 15 years. I enjoy
all of the articles in Excellence,
especially the "Tech Notes."
Thanks for taking the time to eliminate my confusion.
We are not sure how the engine
designations for the newer Porsche
models became confused, but they
did. The MA1.21 is the correct
engine designation for your 2010
Boxster S. The designation 9A1 is
an internal Porsche number and is
utilized as the part number prefix
for some of the engine parts
belonging to the MA1 series
engines. The 997-2 Carreras utilize
the MA1.01 and MA1.02 engines,
the 987-2 Boxsters and the 987-2C
Caymans utilize the MA1.20 and
MA1.21 engines.
Your MA1.21, as well as all
MA1.XX series engines, do not
have an intermediate shaft and
therefore no intermediate shaft
bearing (IMS).
continued on page 42
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tech notes
Oil for an Air-cooled Engine
The February 2013 issue of
Excellence "Tech Notes" section
makes reference to Motul 8100xmax 5w40 synthetic. After checking with suppliers and internet
search, all I can locate is Motul
8100x-cess 5w40 syn. Is this the
same product? My car is a 1982
911 SC with 105,000 miles.
Burns no oil. Have used Brad
Penn 15w40 and Mobil 1 15w50 in
the past with apparently good
results. Because I live in Minnesota
and like to drive the car until the
snow flies, an oil in the 5w range for
start-up sounds good. Is the Motul
x-cess a suitable oil? And if not,
how about Shell Rotella T-6 synthetic 5w40? The real question is do
the x-cess and/or Rotella have adequate levels of ZDDP and other
necessary formulation to be a good
choice for my car?
Motul combined the 8100 X-Max

Automotive
Preferred Supplier

*Check conventional battery fluid levels occasionally.

Updated

continued on page 44

wider range

Mounts to existing floorpan for lowest possible seat position
Provides adjustable sub-bar for proper 5 or 6-point sub-strap routings
Designed for use with Brey-Krause side mount brackets
Offers additional mounting position for full

adjustment

∎

BRE Y- KRA USE
Get Equipped...www.bkauto.com
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Custom Designed Performance Packages
Supercharger and Turbo Kits
Complete Engine Building and Tuning
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www.maxrpmmotorsports.com

360 - 373 - 6758

and 8100 X-Cess 5W40 oils into
one product. Motul retained the
product name of the 8100 X-Cess
5W40. We recommend this oil for
all Porsche models with watercooled engines from 1997 to present, but not for your car.
Air/oil-cooled Porsche engines
are designed with very different
internal tolerance ranges than
those engineered into water-cooled
engines. Water-cooled engines typically operate within a very narrow
temperature range by design,
whereas your air-cooled engine can
see operating oil temperatures vary
widely, normally from 180°F to
230°F. Oil temperatures in the
240°F range should be considered
hot, and 250°F is way too hot. We
recommend using a 15W50 weight
semi- or full synthetic oil in all climates. For those owners using conventional engine oil in their air/oilcooled Porsche, we recommend
20W50 oil. Your previous choice of
continued on page 46

Did you know traditional car insurance
won't cover you on the racetrack?
For physical damage coverage for your high performance car at an HPDE
event call Steven Katz at 1-866-638-0505 or visit OnTracklnsurance.com
Photo by Steven Moore I Dodge Viper
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The Best Performance Upgrades for Porsches

IPD PORSCHE PLENUMS

NEW 996/997.1
Carrera 82mm

Competition
Plenum Shown

■ Power Through Efficiency
■ Increased Air Flow & Reduced Pressure Drop
■ Superior Merge Collector Design
■ Power & Torque Gains up to 35 WHP
■ Tested, Challenged & Proven
■ Shot Peened for Improved Laminar Flow
Application

Power Gain

Application

Power Gain

997 & 996 Turbos

35+ WHP / 40+ Torque

986 Boxsters

15+ WHP / 15+ Torque

Cayenne Turbos &
Panamera Turbos

30+ WHP / 35+ Torque

987.2 Cayman &
Boxsters

20+ WHP / 15+ Torque

996 & 997.1 Carreras

25+ WHP / 23+ Torque

996 GT3 Mark II

26+ WHP / 24+ Torque

987.1 Cayman &
Boxsters

20 WHP / 18 Torque
997.2 Carreras

15 WHP / 13+ Torque

Visit Website for Dynos & Details
100% Money Back Guarantee
INTERNATIONAL DEALERS WANTED

I own a 2009 Boxster, which I'd
like to run at a local track event. The
organizer requires documentation
that the factory roll bar will provide
adequate roll-over protection. Can
you point me toward some sort of

INNOVATIVEPRODESIGN
PHONE: 714-842-5000 • E-MAIL: info@ipdplenums.com
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Brad Penn 15W40 was good; however, we prefer the 15W50 because
it offers additional protection at
those higher engine temperatures
mentioned, which can be caused
by many factors. These can
include, but are not limited to, elevated ambient weather conditions,
driving greater distances or very
aggressively, the mechanical condition of the engine or a lean air/fuel
situation, stop and go/heavy traffic,
desert climates, large hills or mountains and, of course, driving your
car on a race track.
In cold weather the 15W50 synthetic oil should provide proper
cold-start flow characteristics for
Fahrenheit temperatures down into
the teens and even single digits,
but it's not recommended below
0°F. Your air/oil-cooled engine
should utilize a heavier oil film
strength at cold startup than that of
a water-cooled engine. Your desire
to drive your car until the snow flies
should be possible with a quality
15W50 synthetic oil.
We recommend Motul 6100
15W50, Redline 15W50 oil and the
Brad Penn 20W50. In your situation
we would also recommend Brad
Penn 15W40, because it will have
a lower temperature tolerance than
the 20W50—with the caveat that
you are not driving in ambient temperatures that exceed 90°F or seeing engine oil temperatures in the
220° range or above. As far as the
ZDDP levels, they should be in the
1,250 to 1,500 PPM, and with low
detergent additives.
The value of using a high-quality oil and filter and changing it regularly is simple: It will greatly influence the service life of the engine.
Today we see too many damaged
or worn-out mechanical engine
components that should have
lasted much longer than they did
because of inadequate lubrication.

Rolling Safe in a Boxster

17141 Palmdale Street Huntington Beach, CA 92647

www.ipdplenums.com
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Porsche air-cooled and water-cooled powerplants deserve the best
in engineered protection. PurOl contains clean and pure essential
additives to increase your engine's performance and economy,
while protecting vital components.
Lubrication, perfected.
0

lubricants perfected.
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certification or documentation that
confirms that it will?
Unless you're short, you may be
in trouble. While there are a number of track-day organizers that
allow Boxsters to run with their standard roll hoops (usually with the
top up), many don't. There was a
problem with the Porsche Club of
America, for example. Despite the
fact that Porsche itself engineered
the car's roll-over protection, taller
drivers wearing helmets usually
run afoul of the "two inches above
the helmet" rule, which can be
checked by laying a broomstick
across your car's windshield
header and the roll hoop behind
your head.
A good source for further information is Dodge Whipple, owner of
Brey-Krause, a firm that makes an
extension that will make a Boxster
roll bar legal, at least for the PCA.
Safe driving!

sales@purolusa.com (Dealer inquiries welcomed)

purolusa.com

performance software
& accessories for
VW® , Audi ® , Porsche ®,
BMW® , & Bentley®
applications
software designed to
- increase HP and torque
- improve drivability &
throttle response
- remove rev and speed limiters

switching devices and app
for switching between programs
- stock
- 91-93 octane performance
- 100 octane performance
- anti-theft
- valet

- more exp-eiTeice,
more knowledgj,
more options,
more power.
above: GIAC sponsored SIC Club Challenge winner. GIAC is not affiliated with Porsche Cars of North America.
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